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TRIOProgramand Work-Study
Programmay lose some of their
federal fundingfor next year
BY RoBBIN MELTON
EDITOR

lthough TRIO was one of
few programs whose
funding was not cut last
year as a result of federal
government downsizing, it
received a 38 percent increase in
funding, which was supported by
both President Clinton and the
House of Representatives.
This
year, however, TRIO, in addition
to several other financial aidbased programs, are threatened
with a decrease in funding.
TRIO, a nationwide program,
was designed to provide support
for low-income students. The
Grand Valley TRIO program is
composed of five counterparts:
Upward Bound, Student Support
Services, Talent Search,
Educational Opportunity Centers,
and Ronald E. McNair PostBaccalaureate Achievement.
Students who qualify for any
financial airl at Grand Valley
also qualify for the TRIO
program, which makes up less
than one percent of the financial
aid program requirement.
TRIO programs, enacted by the
federal government, attempt to
identify promising students,
prepare them for college, give
information about academic and
financial opportunities, provide
tutoring and mentoring services,
and to serve as a support system
throughout the student's college
career.
According to the National

A

Council of Educational
Opportunity Associations, the
House passed a bill to fund TRIO
at the President's
recommendation of $500 million.
This is an eight percent increase
over the 1996 fiscal year level. ·
However, the Senate
Appropriations Committee wishes
to fund TRIO at $477 million,
$23 million less than the
recommendation.
Based on an amendment
proposed by Senator Harkin, to
restore funding, the Conference
Committee makes the final
decisions regarding the amount
of allocations.
In addition to potential TRIO
funding, the College Work-Study
program is also in jeopardy of
reduced funding which is
presently at $685.
"Work-study programs are
much more beneficial for
students and universities," said
Ken Fridsma, Director of
Financial Aid .
Without the recommended
appropriations,
it is projected
that there will be no funds
available to fund any additional
Student Support Services
projects, including work-study.
campus employment through
Not only would work-stµdy
Work-Study, these positions are
students be without their jobs,
through nonprofit or public
but some would also be unable to agencies. Grand Valley presently
attend school.
uses approximately 900 students
The Federal Work-Study
in this program.
wl wouldn't be able to go to
Program enables stud en ts
students eligible for financial aid
school here, and I wouldn't have
to earn money by working on
any spending money," said Dave
campus. Although there is ofTChrystan, a freshman in

Education.
"It's a disservice to take it
away. They can't take the money
away because there are too many
kids out there that depend on it."
According to Kristin Pittman, a
sophomore in French, and

See WORK-STUDY,
page 5

Frustrationregardingillegal and hazardous student
parkingwill soon be resolved, at a nominal fee to violators
+ Illegally parked vehicles may be impounded as an extreme measure
BY RnRBIS

MELTOS

EDITOR

ith the arrival of each
new school year, comes
the inevitable issue of
on-campus parking . Comparably,
available parking is worse ever
in commuter lots than it has
been over the past three years.
However, Public Safety is
concerned that this dilemma 1s
convenience vs. space
availability .
In nearly every parking lot,
vehicles are parked illegally on
grass areas, or in traffic lanes.
with the latter posing as a
dangerous threat to fire or rescue
vehicles who are unable to drive
through congested areas .
A majority of the crunch for

W

available student parking occurs
on a daily basis from
approximately 9:00 to 1100 a.m.,
and lasts for the first few weeks
of the new semester. The crunch
however, is felt primarily by
students who commute to the
Allendale campus .
According to Al Wygant,
Director of Public Safety, until
the beginning of this week,
Public Safety has been generous
to those who park illegally. The
ticket-writing staff of
approximately 20 students has
been issuing fluorescent pink
warnings to violators, and then
followed up by parking violation
tickets if necessary.
In a comparison, last year from
September 1 through 15, there
were a total of 1,450 parking

violation tickets issued. This
year, from September 1 through
15, only 763 parking violation
tickets have been issued.
However, Public Safety has
attempted to accommodate for -.
complaints of inadequate parking
spaces . Approximately 125 dorm
overflow residents were contacted
in order to relocate from Lot C to
Lot B in an attempt to free up
100 parking spaces for potential
commuting students. Parking
stickers for Lot D were also
issued.
It should also be noted that
there are:
•
•
•
•

541 spaces in Lot
539 spaces in Lot
517 spaces in Lot
441-491 spaces in

http://www.gv•u-:eciu}ia
.nthorn

• 139 spaces in Lot K
• 645 spaces in Lot M

f

MA lot of people picked up
stickers who didn't need them ,"
said Wygant.
Although Lot B is purportedly
at full capacity, the new lot for
overflow parking provides
125-150 parking
approximately
spaces .
WWhere our problem really
comes in is with students who
assume there aren't any spaces ."
said Wygant. Wygant believes
that people are not parking
illegally until they are forced to
do so, although he feels that hi s
department's
tolerance is being
taken advantage of.

G
Lot H

See PARKING, page 5
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Briefly-----Grief Support Group
Hospice of Greater Grand
Rapids is offering a grief
support group for those
adults who have lost a
spouse or long-term loved
one. The group meets the
first and third Wednesday
each month, from 1-2 pm
at Hospice. The October
-------------------------bringing

meeting dates are the 2nd
and 16th.
They are also offering a
support group for adults
who have lost family
and/or friends. Those
meetings are held the
second and fourth Tuesday
of every month from 7-8
pm at Hospice. ·
All support meetings are

Grand. Valley
State U:njversjty
Heait
rvlces

open to anyone and no
advanced registration is
required. The Hospice is
located at 1260 Elkhart
NE in Grand Rapids. For
more information, call 3565248 .

Annual Minority
Sbolarship Endowment
concert
Minority Affairs will be
international
blues singer , Joyce Cobb,
to the Van Andel Museum
on September 25 at 7:00
p.m. to help raise money
for the Minority
Scholarship Endowment
fund. All proceeds will
contribute to this fund. For
more information, contact
Minority Affairs at 8952177.

GV students chosen as
contest finalists

$15 for GVSU s

$20 for GVSU s
$25 forG
Catn

~

.

need to be appUeclfor addldollaltests
or
lab 1'0l'ld
.
.
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Thursday, September 19, 1996
in matters pertaining to
Grand Valley.

promoting literacy . The
entries were judged on how
well the advertisement
encouraged people to
vounteer to teach others to
read. 300 Students from
over 80 colleges entered
the contest.

This . week is National
Pollution Prevention
Week
National Pollution
Prevention Week, which
runs from September 16-22
will feature a survey of
pollution. Everyone at
Grand Valley is encouraged
to participate in this event
by offering suggestions to
surveyors .

Planting of memorial
tree
·On October 4, at 10:00
a .m. in front of Copeland,
Student Senate will hold a
memorial tree planting for
Mr. and Mrs. Bond. The
Bonds were killed in a car
accident last year . Gloria
Tate will speak at the
ceremony.

Free Hotdogs!
Student Senate will
sponsor a tailgate in the
island by the Ravines at
11:30 a.m . on September
21 before the Ferris State
game. The tailgate will be
proceeded by a pep rally
for the Ferris game.

Two Grand Valley
students were the only
finalists from Michigan in
a nationwide advertising
contest. Junior Marty
Voice your concerns!
Lenger and Senior Michelle
Hopsinger, both Graphic
Student Senate will hold
Design majors at Grand
Concern Tables every
Valley, entered the design
Wednesday in the lower
contest sponsered by USA
Kirkhof Center lobby area
Today, Aramark, and
from 2:00-5:00 p.m. The
Follett College Bookstores.
table are meant for
The Contest, now in it's
students to share their
fourth year, focused on
concerns to Student Senate

Higher Horizons to
hold information session
Higher Horizons, a Big
Brother /Sister -type
program will be holding an
information session on
September 24 at 106
Student Services from 6:008 :00 p.m.
This nonprofit
organization uses many
Grand Valley students each
year .
The information session
will provide application,
training, and details on
how the program works.
For further information ,
contact Higher Horizons at
(616) 846-5880 .

•

Complete multimedia computer customized for students

•

Campus Z·Station• features :
• Powerful Intel" Pentium• processor
• Largecapacity hard dr ive
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem

•

Desktop Systems include Microsoft ~ Natural • Keyboard
and Microsoft Mouse

•

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word. Microsoft Excel ,
PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+,
Encarta 96 Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2 .0
• Microsoft Plus!
• Games for Windows 95
• Norton AntiVirus and more

•

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available

•

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

Proceuor
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PMtium 100 MHz
1.2GB

Pentlum 133 MIiz

Horddrive

Monitor

14· (13 .2"

P!lce

51799
$1899·

15" (13 7" view-I
S2199
S2299
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1.6GB

Experience Campus Z-Station.
The Computer Store
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education@zds.com
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POLICE BEAT
09/06/96

Hospital. Victim is a ·
student . Closed .
09/13/96

a GVSU student. Closed.

Medical, ·Kistler Hall.
RePQrting officer responded
to a call regarding
intoxicated, vomiting
female. Suspect is a GVSU
student. Closed.
Possession of Marijuana,
Minor in Possession,
Kistler Hall. Reporting
officer responded to call
regarding alcohol and
marijuana in dorm room.
One suspect cited for
possession of alcohol, one
suspect cited for possession
of marijuana-warrant
issued. One suspect is a
GVSU student. Closed.

Medical, Weed Living
Center. Victim sustained
head injury while roughhousing. Treated at scene
by Allendale Fire
Department, Life EMS and
transported to Butterworth
Hospital. Victim is a GVSU
student. Closed.

Possession of Marijuana,
42nd Ave. and south
Campus Drive. Reporting
Officer stopped driver of
suspect vehicle. Suspect
was arrested and cited
after producing a bag of
marijuana. Warrant
requested. Suspect is not a
GVSU student. Closed.

Medical, Meadows
Clubhouse Parking Lot.
Victim fell out of moving
golf cart. Treated at scene
by Allendale Fire .
Department. Refused
transportation to hospital.
Victim is not a GVSU
student . Closed.

09/15/96

Medical, GVSU Printing
Services, CUB. Victim
sustained injuries to both
legs and thighs after
tripping over a shop cart.
No treatment was needed
at the scene. Victim is a
GVSU employee. Closed.

9/07/96
09/10/96

Possession of Marijuana,
42n4 Avenue and Pierce .
Reporting officer stopped
vehicle with broken tail
light. Upon search of the
vehicle, marijuana was
found in the ashtray.
Warrant issued. Suspect is

Medical, Kistler Lobby.
Victim had difficulty
breathing because of an
asthma attack. Treated at
scene by Allendale Fire
Department, transported by
Life EMS to Butterworth

Crimes reported by The
Lanthorn are not
proportional to reports filed
with Public Safety.

Foreign exchange students Monique Chhabria, left,
and Marianna Akhremenko, right, describe what i~
like to be a Grand Valley student in their eyes .
See page 5 for story.
Photo by Jay Johnston.

Freshman,ottery for cars
on campus being discussed

host
high schooteiectrJc
:ca/f~~'ii~
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'si~btrathon

BY RoBBIN

competition
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BY COLLEENWARWICK
NEWS EDITOR
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plac~ -in parking 1ot at
,group/ ._-· .
/' Although, most of the
10 am.
Eight schools have
... students are Junior or
entered a total 'of thirteeri ' .,Seniors.
ichigan High
Schools will begin a cars, with pre-registration ··-··· 1.'he
next scheduled race
not yet being complete.
is May 24, at the Michigan
series of Electric
·Of the three races
Ideal ·Speedway >in
Vehicle Races at Grand
scheduled in th~ series, the
Springport, Michigan.
Valley on September 21.
Although, ,Grand Valley
race at Grand Valley kicks"'. The time from the first
off the whole program.
race st GVSU gives new
entered the race and
"Hopefully this will show · . · High Schools interested, an
finished 6th place during
entire year to build their
new high schools what the
the I 996 school year, this
team car.
program is, what the cars
will be the first year that
· The last and biggest of
and race are like"
.
GVSU will be involved in
hosting the event known as comments Paul Zeller or .> . the races will be held at
June 7,
Berlin Raceway,
the Electrathon.
the Regional Math and
· 1997. Winners of the races
GVSU's Math and Science Science Center.
are determined by the
The race is open to any
Center will host the first of
High School in the state of distance they travel in the
the one hour racing
Michigan, and any
allotted time.
competitions that will take

M
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PHYSICAL
THERAPY
IN lllE

AIRFORCE.

Discover a challenging, rewarding future
that puts you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional development
with great pay and benefits, normal
working hours, complete medical and
dental care, and JO days vacation with pay
per year . Learn how to qualify as an Air
Force physical therapist. Call
USAF

HEALTH

TOLL

FREE

t-800-423-USAF

PROFESSIONS

MELTON

ast Thursday, Student
Senate discussed
putting new plans
and ideas, suggested by
students, into action.
Items of concern that
Student Senate is presently
handling include changes
in professor evaluations ,
development of a Student
Housing Advisory Board,
and establishing a lottery
process for freshman with
on-campus vehicles .
It was determined by
Student Senate that
professor evaluations would
be of better service to both
students and faculty if
students had access to the
evaluations, and if
professors were evaluated

L

• Non-smoking Environment
• Drop Off Service
• We Honor Competitor's

• Clean, Safe Atmosphere
• Helpful St.aft'
• New, Efficient
Equipment
~~~
• Kid's Play Area

~.,,-

FREE ,:~
,-,~

Detergent

on a grading scale by
students.
Student Senate hopes to
develop this project, and
work closely with the new
Faculty Teaching and
Learning Center, which
was designed to enhance
teaching skills . Plans are
still tentative .
There are also plans to
establish a Student
Housing Advisory Board to
handle students' housing
concerns, such as unclean
apartments upon move-in .
To combat future parking
problems, members of
Student Senate proposed
the idea of a lottery process
for freshman to have cars
on campus . The proposal of
a $15 parking fee per
student each semester is
also being examined.

EDITOR
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CeramicsCelebrationcommemorates the
opening of the new CeramicsCenter
BY ANNE COOPER
STAFF WRITER

he Ceramics
Celebration, which
commemorated the
opening of the new GVSU
Ceramics Center, took place
September 12 and13. It
included a Symposium
titled "Windows on Japan,"
which wa s presented by
arti st s Sadashi lnuzuka of
Kyoto , Japan, and Donna
Nicholas , a California
native .The Celebration also
featured the work of these
artists .
Nicholas' work is on
diplay in the lobbies of the
Ceramics Building and the
Calder Fine Arts Center .
Inuzuka's pieces are on
display in the Calder
Gallery . These exhibitions
will be open through

T

October 3.
Nicholas' art is
influenced by the many
years she spent in Japan,
studying and doing
research . Her sculptures
integrate clay , wood, and
other mixed materials.
Her work merges flowing
gestures with humor . Her
piece , titled 'Tl) Never
Sleep On My Back AgainJohn Wayne Bobbit,"
features a strategicall y
placed broken branch .
"Grandmother Godiva' s
Farewell Ride" is comprised
of a clay woman riding on
a birch branch horse,
giving the universally
recognized gesture of
disrespect .
Inuzuka's work is a group
of 600 hand-crafted pieces ,
plus a floor piece of nonfired kiln wash . The wall

We ha.ve premium CIGARS!
SiciliClno's Mkt.
2840 nLo.ke Michigo.n Dr.
(next to Shawmut Inn)

453-9674

*Imported Ciga.rs
*Over 200 Imported
and micro-brewed
beers
*Imported ll. Domestic
wines
*Used books
*Beer MQking Supplies
*Liquor

Also FeQturing:

MMWAl·i
~

=
--·
~

= ··

I VISA
I!!!!!!!-

STORE HOURS: M-F
Sa.t
Sun

1 a.m.. - Micl
8 a.m.. - Micl
8 a.m.. - 11 p.m.

~

objects, with their sea
motif, are reminiscent of
flowers, tentacles, starfish,
crabs, and other creatures.
Several GVSU art
students viewed the two
shows and the slide
presentation by Nicholas .
Ceramics and Anthropology
student Christy! BurnettEvans said she thinks
Nicholas' work is
wonderful.
"The beautiful negative
spaces , the beautiful body
forms, they're very inspired
by the Japenese writing
and the calligraphy -type
forms," said Burnett-Evans.
Jessie Bukrey, a GVSU
Fine Arts graduate who is
currently working on a
portfolio for graduate
school , is also inspired by
Nicholas' work .
..I love her recent work, "
Burkrey said. "Her work
now is absolutely amazing
to me. She's already
accomplishing what I've
been striving for in the
past three years."
Nicholas' work features
white birch branches she
gathered from her yard .
Melissa Thrush, an Art
Education major, said that
this is an aspect of
Nicholas' work that she
appreciates .
..She actually takes
things from the earth that
are free ," Thrush said .
"That's one thing I like
about art; you can make
art out of anything . It
doesn't matter how much
you spent in it."
Art student Juli
Trombley said she likes

Be A Life

SaverBecome A
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Receive
$20.00

r-----1
I
Sera-Tee

for every
donation.
Coupon

New donors receive $30.00
on first donation.

I

--

---

--

--

--
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1
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1973 S. Division
Call for more information : 241-6335

Oneof severa~pieces on exhibit at CalderFineArts Gallery,arid
the CeramicsCenteras part of CeramicsCelebration.
Photo by Jenn ifer Seek.

Inuzuka's artwork.
"Sadashi's work kind of
puts me at ease," she said .
..I like the whole sea motif
The pool is really about the
first piece he ever did . He
just wanted to make it big,
and it cracked, so now, in
every piece that he does, he
somehow incorporates craks
in those pieces ."
The students are also
entusiastic about the new
Ceramics Building and Art

Centers I & II.
"I think the new
Ceramics studio is
wonderful," said BurnettEvans ... We don't have to
contend with the out-of·
doors that much now . The
old studio was really in the
elements ."
Graphic design student
Joy VanDyke said she is
looking forward to th e
construction being
completed .

Send in nominations for
OutstandingTeacherAward
•what better way is there to say
thank you for a job well done?
o vou know of a
prof l'ssor who goes
beyond the call of
dut y? Ha ve you eve r
encount ered a n in structo r
whom you feel de serve s
reco gnition for th eir hard
work? Or is there a
pr ofesso r wh om you would
ju st like to say thank you ,
but you just don't kn ow
h ow?
Onc e again, it is time for
u s all to start thinking
about nominating an
in structor for Out s tandin g
Teacher A ward .
Sinc e 1986, Grand Valle y
h as honored and rewarded
several full.time tenured or
tenure-track faculty
memb ers for their
out s tanding performanc e as
a teacher .
Last year 's honoree was
Profe ssor Gary Richmond of
the Chemistr y department

D

All nominat ions for
Oust and ing Teach er Awa rd
ar e deriv ed from stud ent ,;.
a lumn i. a nd oth er facul ty
member s. Ever yo ne 1s
inv ited to particip a te in t hr
nomin a tion of th ;s ye ar 's
Outstanding Teac hl'r
Award honoree .
To nom inate th e pr ofes;;or
of your choice , please p ick
up a nomination form from
th e Acad emic Reso urc e
Center (ARCl in 200
Student Services Build ing
Nomination forms ma y al so
be obtained from Aubri e
Gordon , cha ir of the aw a rd
committ ee. at 25 Comm er ce
SW in downtown Grand
Rapids
Nomination and select10n
criterion are availabl e on
the nomin a tion form .
Th e deadline for
nominations this year 1s
October 31 .

~bel.antborn
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Exchangestudents
serve as ambassdorsfor hometown schools
,.
BY ANNE COOPER
STAFF WRITER

n the eyes of several
foreign exchange
students, Grand Valley
is a place where students
from all over the world can
come together to study,
explore, and make friends.
And Grand Valley students
Marianna Akhremenko and
Monique Chhabria are
doing just that.
Chhabria, 21, an
· exchange student from
Kingston University in
London, England, is
beginning her first
semester at Grand Valley
as an English major ., and
is enthusiastic about the
friendliness of American
students.
"I've gotten to know a lot
more people here much
more quickly than I would
have at Kingston, because
the people here are much
more friendly and open,"
explained Chhabria.
Kingston University gave
Chhabria a choice of three
universities to attend, but
she chose Grand Valley
because of its high
academic teaching
standards.
"I met some of the Grand

I

WORK-STUDY,
from page 1
Political Science, the
actions of the Senate are
unfair.
"I feel, as a student, it's
very unfair. People like me
depend on work-study. I'm
very disappointed. I hope
people respond with faxes
and calls."
Pittman has been a
recipient of assistance from
TRIO since high school,
and accredits the program
for her enrollment at
Grand Valley.
"If they cut work-study,
111have to go off-campus
to find a job," said Mike
Stafford, a junior in
Engineering.
"If I didn't have workstudy, I wouldn't be here."

Valley exchange students
that came to London, and
because I worked in the
International Office, I
learned they were all highachieving students," she
explained.
Akhremenko, 19, a
foreign student from
Moscow, Russia, is
beginning her second year
at Grand Valley in the
International Relations
program. She plans to earn
her bachelors degree from
Grand Valley, and
eventually earn a masters
degree in International
Relations with an emphasis
on Russia from another
university.
Akhremenko is familiar
with Michigan because she
was an exchange student at
Rockford High School in
1993. She deG,ided to attend
Grand Valley because she
knew the area, and it was
close to her former host
family.
She further stated that
she is enjoying college
much more than high
school.
"I felt foreign in high
school, and now I don't feel
that way," she said.
Akhremenko and
Chhabria, also wanted to

attend college in Michigan
because it is close to many
large cities such as Chicago
and Detroit. According to
Chhabria, one of their
goals is to see as much of
America as possible while
they are here, and they are
already on their way to
achieving that goal.
Chhabria further
commented that she is
amazed at the number of
clubs and organizations
that exist at Grand Valley,
as well as the ability of
any student to participate.
She also stated that the
clubs at Kingston are not
as varied or accepting of
members.
"There, they have very
selective organizations,"
said Chhabria.
"At Grand Valley, every
student can be involved in
something."
Chhabria describes the
students at Grand Valley as
very motivated and
hardworking. One of the
major differences between
Kingston and Grand Valley,
she added, is that the
classes here are more
difficult.
"In England, they'll give
us assignments and we'll
have two months to finish

"A lot of us are in the
work-study program,"
stated Shawana Rudolph, a
junior in Political Science.
"Some of us can't afford
to be here without the
work-study program. They
shouldn't cut it because it
will affect a lot of students .
It wouldn't be beneficial to
anyone. It will hurt."
It is further anticipated
that administration would
not be able to pay regular
wages to workers who once
occupied the minimum
wage jobs.
"It would definitely affect
students' ability to be
here," said Arnie SmithAlexander, director of TRIO
Programs.
"Student employment
programs are one of my
favorite, because it benefits

students through room and
board, costs, and tuition. It
provides job experience,
and enables students to
identify with the university
other than as a student."
"I know students
personally who would not
be here without workstudy. My TRIO students
receive work-study. At
Grand Valley alone, it
would affect about 2,000
students. We can't let it go
through."
In a nationwide effort to
urge Senate members to
assure funding at the
recommended levels, TRIO
and work-study recipients
at Grand Valley have
started a letter-writing
campaign. In addition to
writing letters, students
have also faxed, telephoned

Towing with a $65
surcharge, in addition to
For those who continue to being ticketed.
"Hopefully people will be
assume that there is an
aware
that we're going to
inadequate amount of
stop
giving
out warnings
available parking, Public
and
giving
out
the real
Safety has several
thing," said Wygant.
solutions.
"Our goal is not to burn
Both foot and car patrol
everybody with tickets, it's
were stepped up at the
to maintain safe parking
beginning of this week in
and to make sure people
order to combat illegal
aren't blocking roadways."
parking. Areas under
During the second week
heavy scrutiny include
of
October, Public Safety
Kirkhof Center, Handicap
will
be conducting a survey
Parking spaces, parking
of
parking
each hour,
meters, Commons, and
beginning
at
9:00 a.m.
Faculty and Staff Reserved
until
6:00
p.m.
The survey
areas. Not only will more
will
be
made
available
to
tickets be issued, but
all
in
order
to
show
total
vehicles may also be towed.
lot utilization, and to help
If impounded, vehicles will
predict the impact of
be towed to Allendale
enrollment growth .

PARKING,
from page 1

it," she explained.
"They're very lenient. I
think you all have tests
every week ... a lot more
work."
Although Chhabria is
here for only one semester,
she is considering her
option to stay for another.
"I love America," she
explained.
"I like the lifestyle here .
I'd love to live here the
rest of my life."
Both Chhabria and
Akhremenko would like to
see more student exchanges
between Grand Valley and
their hometown
universities.
"Hopefully, I'll be seen as
a representative promoting
my university to Grand
Valley students," said
Chhaliria .
"I think we need to see
more foreign students from
different cultures and
backgrounds. More Grand
Valley students should
study abroad."
Akhremenko said her
visit here has helped her to
grow up, become more
independent, and learn
what it means to be an
adult.
"It changes your life," she
said.
and e-mailed senators.
"If the student body
establishes a system when
critical votes are being
made, it'd be much more
effective," said Fridsma.
"We have a network of
professionals to do this, but
it would mean so much
more for students to get
involved," said SmithAlexander.
Bart Merkle, dean of
students, shares similar
feelings regarding the
potential cut in
TRIO/Work-Study funding.
"My hope is that Senate
will approve of the
amendment," stated
Merkle.
"I am a strong supporter
of federal financial aid
programs. If these were
cut, it would put more

"You can grow as a
person and see the world.
And when you come back,
you will appreciate your
country more. Not everyone
has the opportunities you
have here."
In Russia, Akhremenko
explained that the people
are very interested in
America.
"They keep it as a model

to learn many good things
from," she said.
"In comparing eastern
European countries to the
U.S., you understand how
much you have here. That's
why many people look up
to America. ' Evervone .
knows what's going on
here."
Occasionally ,
Akhremenko sends articles
about her college life to the
Russian newspaper where
she worked before coming
to Grand Valley. The
campus was also included
in an educational video
that was aired on Russian
television. Sharing
information about different
customs is an important
part of being an exchange
student.

-

pressure on families to
provide money for students
to continue their
education ."
However, Merkle does not
anticipate the potential cut
in funding to have a great
impact on Grand Valley's
enrollment due to the
already low cost of tuition.
Other areas that are in
danger of reduced funding
include Perkins Loans,
State Student Incentive
Grant, and Pell Grant
Maximum.
Without the
recommended
appropriations, as many as
80 Student Support
Services programs will be
deeply affected.
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There'salwaysa few...
Imagine this scenerio:
I didn't do anything to you, yet you continue to give
me an attitude. Why? I say "hi" to you, you look at me
like I'm stupid. I give you my form, you rip it out of
my hand. I give you the benefit of the doubt, I think
you're just a little rough .
As you look me up in the ·computer, you don't look at
my file before you assume something that turns out to
be a little prejudicial and far from the truth. Then you
look surprised as you realize your mistake, like you
don't make mistakes like everyone else on this planet.
Wait, one more question I have to ask you before I go,
just because I want to torture myself further . Of course
I get a rude answer back . Again I give you a small
benefit of the doubt , as I politely say "Thank you" and
"good-bye" as I leave, only to be completely ignored .
"You" are a student worker, 'T' am one of your customers.
Most of the "student workers" (as we are often dubbed)
that we come across in our many endeavorsaround
campus, are very courteous and helpful. If you want to
be rude, anything that we say won't change that.
However, we didn't ask to deal with you, and you
should be expecting to "deal with" us. If we are rude to
you, we und"erstand if you're rude back. But if we're
nice to you, why are you rude to us? We feel there is
no reason for it. Sometimes a small factor like this can
be the difference between a good or bad day . Please
keep this in mind the next time you go to rip a form
out of someone's hand.

Is there really enough?
Although administration and Public Safety concur that
there is adequate parking on campus, the numbers just
don't add up.
There are approximately 14,000 students who attend
Grand Valley, in addition to faculty and staff. Most of
us bring our vehicles onto campus, including students
who live on-campus. Therefore, how on earth are we
supposed to squeeze all of our vehicles into 1541-1591
spaces. The aforesaid estimate only takes into account
available parking spaces for students . Faculty and staff
have their own .
Okay, so maybe we have taken advantage of the generosity of Public Safety, but in all honesty, has enough
been done to alleviate this problem? And has enough
been done soon enough? And based on statistics floating around out there stating that Grand Valley is the
fastest growing college in Michigan , how are all of
these extra students and there vehicles supposed to fit
in an already over-crowded parking lots?
Sure, there's extra parking way out in Lot H by new
housing, but what happens when those few hundred
students bring ·their cars to campus? Where will the
overflow go then?
Perhaps we can all come to some sort of resolution to
alleviate the gripes and the headaches. Maybe administration can do away with the notion that Grand Valley
needs to be as aesthically pleasing as possible , and
worry about what we need .
Tfie views ex_preJsed
in "OurView"represent the opinion of The
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ActionSpeaksLouderThanApathy
BY AARON M. HUBNER
VICE PRESIDENT OF
POLITICAL ACTIONS
STUDENT SENATE
It has been over three
years now since I arrived
at Grand Valley to receive
my college education and l
have to admit that the
most important things I've
learned have not been
taught to me in class.
What I have here, outside
of the classroom, is that a

difference can only be made
by taking action to make
it.
Today, many students are
oblivious to this concept
and believe that by doing
nothing they are helping
the world by not hurting it.
This apathetic attitude is
inexcusable. Has all of the
great action in the world
already occurred passing
us by? I don't think so. So,
why are we not taking
action?

This year a presidential
election will transpire in
November and 18-24 year
old voters continue to have
the lowest rate of voter
turnout of any age group .
When I ask my_peers
about voting I hear the
same old line, "I can't
make a difference, so why
vote at all?" .
Nearly 30 years ago our
parents felt the same way,
only they had reason to:
unless they were 21 they

Showsupport for the Harkinamendment
Although the House has
already voted on whether
or not to reduce funding
TRIO and Work-Study, it is
not too late to make a
difference, despite their
decision.
Literally millions of
students throughout the
United States receive some
type of financial aid . And
literally millions of
students will be negatively
affected if the
appropriations for these
programs is not passed.
Without these funds,
students will not have oncampus employment
available to them, nor will
some of our friends or
colleagues be able to
continue their education
without this money.
It is important for faculty
and staff to become
involved in this because it
is wus," the students , whom
you rely upon as aids,

receptionists, tutors, and
assistants.
This bill will hurt us all
if it is passed without the
recommended funding, and
we will be faced with
irreparable decisions .
I am appealing to
everyone affiliated with
Grand Valley, at least one
of the following within the
next several days .
1) Call your Senators,
and ask for the Harkin
Education amendment
which restores money for
TRIO and other financial
aid. Please call the
Alliance to Save Student
Aid, toll-free, at 1-800-5744243 which will connect
you to the Capitol
switchboard . Ask to speak
to your Senator, and then
call back again to speak to
your other Senator . It is
especially important that
you ask to speak to

Republican Senate of(ices.
Phone, fax numbers, and
e-mail addresses for
Michigan senators are
listed below . Please clip
this information, use it,
and pass it along . This is
urgent.

2) Call the White House
Comment Line at (202)
456-1111 to urge the
President not to sign any
appropriations bill which
does not include the funds
recommended for TRIO,
Pell and other campusbased aid .
3 ) Keep in daily touch
with the National Council
of Educational Opportunity
Associations Information
Line at (202) 347-1724 to
be aware of important
changes and updates.

Senator Abraham
Spencer, Republican,
be reached via: ·

Election '96:
Voice Your Vote

can

• phone : 1202l 224-41:-22
16]6) 45fi-259:2

Fact: The last day to register to
vote for the 1996
presidential election is
October 7.
Fact: 18-24year-olds hove
the lowest voter
~!:=:
turnout of any
age group.
--Don't be a statistic.
--Register to vote.

*7~
~

• fax:
I 202) 224-8834
• e-mail:
niich1gan ("'ahraharn senat e go,·

Senator Carl Levin,
Democrat, can be
reached via:
• phone : (202) 224-6221
(5 I 7 l 354-5520
• fax :
(202) 224-1388
• e-mail:
~enatorti>lev1n .senate .gov

Please ron• ,ct these
senators to i iow your
support of the Senator
Harkin Amendment.
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The Lanthorn staff is
deeply saddened at the loss
of one our own.
A great friend, writer
and co-worker, Dave will
be greatly missed.
David John Kramer, age
26, died unexpectedly
Wednesday; September 11,
1996. He was a Journalism
major here at Grand
Valley.
His accomplishments
included working as a
stringer for Advance
· Newspapers, writing for
Grand Rapids Community
College's Collegiate, Central
Michigan University's Li/ e,
and Grand Valley State
University's Lanthorn.

Take care of the
Lan thorn!
As the business manager
and I were floating across
campus , an interesting
thought occurred to us .
What happens to all of the
Lanthorn copies put in all
of the buildings? Do
custodians throw them
away. or are they just
read?
If you have been in any
hall or student housing on
campus. you have no doubt
noticed several Lanthorn
drop-boxes, which are easy
to find, and convenient
In other buildings.
however. we are forced to
put some copies on
benches . tables, counter s,
etc .
A custodian in Mackinac
Hall told us that these
copies are not thrown
;iway. but are left for
students . Good'
However , it seems that
there are a many students
who read them in

Dave was not only a
dedicated journalist and
student, but was also an
active sports fan.
Dave graduated from
Grand Rapids' South
Christian High School in
1988. He went on to Grand
Rapids Community College
to take a couple of classes
at a time for four years
while working fulltime. He
moved on to CMU for the
93-94 school year, and then
came to Grand Valley.
Dave is survived by his
mother, four brothers and
three sisters of whom he
was the youngest, and
numerous cousins, neices
and nephews.
classrooms, permanently .
Try picking up a roomful
of Lanthorns as 500
students come and go every
day . You can just imagine
how much custodians look
forward to Thursday nights .
We know that the
Lanthorn is not Time
magazine, so the
temptation to trash it is
there . It's also free, so you
don't take it with you
wherever you go.
Just keep in mind , all of
the clutter that's created
on Thursdays when
newspapers are randomly
thrown around. Maybe, if
you think about it, you can
take it to the nearest
recycle bin . Or better yet,
give it to a neighbor, for
they may have not yet
experiencde the journalistic
omnipotence that is
inherent in the Lanthorn
(gag'l .
Let's give everyone a
break , especially those who
work the graveyard shift .
Thank You'

This is in response to a Right to Life advertisement
that was printed in the July 18th issue of the Lanthorn.
Justification

Dave was working at
Kent Concrete in Grand
Rapids at .the time of his
death.
·
Funeral Services were
held Saturday at the
Devries Funeral Home. If
anyone wishes to make
memorial contributions, the
family suggests they be
made to the Potter's House
Christian School or South
Christian High School.
Please see page 8 for
further tribute.
-Amie Million
Special tha:nks to Greg
Gabriels for his
cooperation.

As she lays
Lengthy legs
Spread apart
She ignored
Negative thoughts
That tugged
At her heart
After ail
It was
Her right
Her decision
Concentrating on pushing
Breathing
And the pain
Left no room
For doubt
She did not hear
Did not see
Little fingers feeling
Small toes moving
Because
His head was kept inside
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"Build a parking structure, and
more shuttles from EC."
Lisa Grillo, Anthropology Senior

"I think they should build a parking
ramp." Miranda Godra
Special Education, Freshman

"Park over the fish pond ."
Joe Gasser, Marine Biology
Freshman
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"I never have a parking problem. I
park far away and walk."
Aaron, Engineering Senior

LONDON
Paris

To silence his shrill cry
His hea.d was kept inside
As a covering
For his mortified eyes
As desensitized white
gloved hands
Stabbed sharp scissors
into the back of his neck
Then sucked the insides
of his little head
Now the red biohazard
bucket is his bed
They say
That his murder was
justified
Because
His head was kept inside
But still
It taunts my mind
I wonder if they 'know
That God hears
Those babies cry

Quest.ion -9,f th·e Week:What should.be
·donet9.'.~ll;~Yi~t~.p- arking problems?
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Student questions view of
abortion 'Justification'
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Celeb·rate Hispanic
Heritage Month
BY ANNE COOPER
STAFF WRITER

rom September 15
through· October 15,
Grand Valley and the
U.S. nation will be
celebrating Hispanic
Heritage Month in
recognition of one of many
popular independence days
of Latin American
countries.
On Friday, September 20
at 176 Lake Michigan Hall
from 11:00-11:50 a.m.,
Katherine Bissell of Peace
Brigades International
will
speak about the peace
process in Guatemala, with
emphasis on the women's
movement, and organized
labor in the Maquiladora
industry.
Bissell recently spent
several months working in
Guatemala in support of
the social move'm.ents there.
A Hispanic theatre trio
from Kalamazoo will

F

perform "Uvieta," a Costa
Rican piece, on Thursday,
October 10 from 5:00-7:30
p.m. in 132 Lake Huron
Hall. The central character
in this play negotiates with
the devil and God.
"Culturally, it will be
different," said Eduardo
Sanchez, coordinator for the
Office of Minority Affairs.
"That's why we wanted to
bring it here, because it
really reflects all of those
things we have in Latin
America that people don't
experience around here."
In addition to the
presentation, there will be
a discussion on other
cultures, and a series of
movies will be shown.
"In any state you go to,
they're going to have some
kind of festival going on,"
said Ana Canales,
Secretary of the Latino
Student Union.
"The sixteenth of
September is the Mexican

,: :v.

LatinStudentUnion meets to discussplansandactivitiesfor HispanicHeritageMonth.
Photo by Jennifer Seek.

Independence Day. They
have music, dance and food.
It's just a time of
celebration."
According to Sanchez,
this month is important
because it is a celebration
for all Latin countries.
The Latino Student
Union (LSU) will promote
and participate in planned
events .

"We go to the activities,
and we try to bring it out
more, publicity wise," said
Canales.
LSU, which meets every
Tuesday from 6:30-7:30
p.m. in the Rogue River
Room in Kirkhof Center,
hopes to serve as a support
network.
"Hispanic Heritage Month
has a lot to do with taking

pride in yourself," said
Canales.
"People try to conform
and don't want to admit
who they are. Our role at
the Latino Student Union
is to support those Latinos,
to say 'it's okay to be a
Latino.'"
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BY CHAD loGAN
GUEST WRITER

week ago I learned
of the death of my
friend, Dave Kramer .
From the first time I ever
talked to Dave I considered
him to be my friend,' and
as I sat trying to express
in words the way I feel,
images flash through my
head and words escape my
hands .
I remember the first time
we met.
Newsreporting II, we had
an assignment to write an
article about each other,
and as I rambled on about
sports and music Dave sat
there laughing at my
unobjective views on the
two issues, and I turned to
him and said, "So, what do
you like to do." His reply
was something around, "I
don't really know,
definitely something to do
with sports."
That was Dave.
And there was sports.
One of the biggest sports
fans I've ever met, Dave
had a pure love of
athletics. Unlike people
who just care for the
professional athletes, Dave
was always equally
concerned with the
achievements of lesser
known athletes
I remember earlier this
year. whil e discussing a
~tor_v idea. he volunteered
to "illustrate" Arena
Football on the blackboard
There is Dave standing at
the board trying to draw
and explain a sport most
people had never seen. I
can still hear him chuckle
as the professor
asked ,"Where can I try out

A

for this?", and hearing
Dave's all too serious reply,
"It's usually played by
guys,". The look on his face
as the room exploded with
laughter was classic.
That was Dave .
Reserved and laid back,
yet at times jovial and
expressive.
It pains me that I didn't
get to know Dave better
than I did, but at the same
time I am a better person
for knowing him .
This poem is dedicated to
the remembrance of Dave
Kramer, a friend, a fellow
journalist, and a great
person.
Sports
Websters says "Any
recreational activity,"
and you answered with,
"A way of life"
To see people give their all.
for the love of the game.
for the acceleration of
competition,
and the pain of defeat .
Louder than words,
more colorful than pictures .
Tell us a story,
of the ·men and women,
boys and girls ,
tell us a story.
of a sports hero,
tell us of yourself
We say goodbye,
hut only in word~.
our minds forever
rememb ering
al every boun ce of a
basketball,
and every crun ch of
shoulder pads.
"A way of life"
Sports
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Dave Kramer: a friend, journalist, and a great person.

near the computer labs to
allow students to get direct
assistance while working
on their papers .
Concerns of faculty and
students for the number of
students who take all or
most of their classes
BY LATlYA BRACKI;'-;S
downtown is the main
STAFF WRITER
reason for the development
MWehope to make
mong Grand Valley's
services available for people
many different
with classes at Eberhard .
expansions , the
or for peopl e where
Writing Center, located at
downtown is more
20 I Student Services. has
convenient ," said Writing
al so grown .
Center Dir ector De ni se
It s latest expansion to
Stephenson
the Eberhard Center will
The tutors stem from all
support and assitst
majors , from psychology t o
Eberhard Center faculty
hea lth scien ces to english
and students. Despite a
Although there is
lack of publicity. students
currently only one tutor ,
are responding to the new
additional tutors will be
writing renter with g-rc>
at
provided as needed .The
enthusiasm
Allendale writing center
The new writing center 1s hours are 9:00 a ni-6 00
located on the 5th 0oor and p .m . Monda'., -Thursday
is open 5 00-10 00 pm
and 9 :-00-3 00 p.m . on
Monday through Thursday
Fridays . Anyone with
No appointment is
questions can call 895necessary, and the center is 2774 .

Writing
Center opens
at Eberhard

A

.

.

.
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September 25
from 9:00 to 11:00
· p.m., the Delta
Sigma Theta sorority will
sponsor an informal
gathering to discuss
campus concerns .
"Hey What's On Your
Mind?" will be held in the '
Kistler Dorm lobby. It will :
serve as a chance for
upper class and new
students to ask questions
and discuss college life .
The project had a
positive turnout when it
began in the fall of 1993,
30 to 50 people
participated. However . in
years to follow there was
a decline in interest.
While the program is
geared toward freshmen.
Delta Sigma Theta Vice
President, Tenisa Keys
hopes for a large turnout
this year.
"We would like to see
upper classmen there to
share their experiences
with the freshmen," said
Keys.

There are no limits to
what can be discussed .
According to Keys topic.-;
range from AIDS to
roommates. The program
is not designed to solve
problems, but to give
advice and help.
If the program gets a
large response Keys hopes
to continue with follow up
meetings on the last
Wednesday of every
month. It you have any

questions please contact
Thnisa at 895-1442.
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The 'Duke'of URL
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+StevenLake takeshisplaceas
webmasterof UniversalWeb/inks,
a free servicetargetingGrand
Valleyinternetusers
BY ANNE COOPER

STAFF WRITER

ust call him the 'Duke'
of URL, that is the
"Universal Resource
Locator, " or "Internet
address" to the common
man.
Grand Valley senior,
Steven Lake, has taken his
place as the webmaster of
Universal Weblinks.
Lake, 24; is the creator
of the new Universal
· Weblinks service. Although
the service is geared
towards Grand Valley
students, it is open to all
users of the internet.
Lake described the site
as a huge file of
information .
"It's category-based," he
explained .
"There's a menu on the
side with sections such as
clubs, organizations,
science, and business. It's
like a resource archive ."
Universal Weblinks is
especially useful because it
allows users to bookmark
favorite sites, a function
that the university's
computers do not perform.
A bookmark is a link
that saves the user from
typing an internet address
each time they want to
access a certain site .
Lake's goal is to make
the site as user-friendly as
possible .
"I'm looking to please the
end-user , " he said .
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• provide a ,;~i{~'.of
accomplisbment
• give energy -<
• provide · something to
talk about
• help build self-esteem
• provide both physical
and psychological
health.
Effective characteristics
of goals:
• challenge and stretch
the individual
• are specific
• are measurable
• have time limits
• are positive in nature
• are written.
One way of beginning to
identify goals is to start
with the following
questions : In ten years,
what would I have liked
to accomplished and/or
where would I like to be?
Spend a few minutes each
day imagining yourself in
the future; begin to jot
down the ideas and
dreams that come to you.
The next step in the
goal setting process is to
break down what you
need into smaller,
measurable steps. In order
to receive good grades
some of the steps you
might take may be going
to class on a daily basis,
reading the materials,
completing homework on
time, and etc.
When you set goals, you
also need to include some
"frivolous" activities .
To have a positive
educational experience at
Grand Valley, having and
setting goals is important.
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site.

Although he personally
receives no monetary
compensation for his work,
Lake stated that he feels
rewarded.

"l like helping people,
and it's a helpful resource. _
l can make people happy ."
Lake became deeply

interested in computers
while he was attending
junior college. His interest
continued to develop after
he arrived at Grand Valley.
"l originally had my
own personal home page, "
he said.
"People liked it enough to
ask me to put theirs on,
and l turned it into the
Universal Weblinks. People
like the idea of being able
to set up their bookmarks
anytime, anywhere ."
Lake welcomes user
suggestions for new
categories or expansions.
Questions and address
requests should be directed
to:
raiden23@nt.alliance .net .
Or users can visit online
at :
http ://www.alliance .netlne
xis/universal. html.
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"I want it to actually be
useful, and not just another
'ooohh, wow' site on the
net."
Although the service is
free to users, Lake
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ENTERTAINMENT Thursday, September 19, 1996
ThirdannualShakespeareFestival·will beginnext weekend
shows.
This year's festival features a string of special
guests and artists, each of
whom will speak and/or
perform during the ten
days of festival activities.
On top of directing the
festival, Dr. Roger Ellis
will also portray Sir Toby
Belch in "Twelfth Night."
Other guests and artists
include: Dr. David
Bevington, scholar-in-residence and president of the
Shakespeare Association of
America; musical composer
and accompanist Ed
Clifford; critical panelist
Dr. John Cox; actor Frank
Farrell portraying "Twelfth
Night's" Feste the Clown;
fight director and workshop
leader Kateri KlineJohnson; Production Stage
Manager Jane ·Kuipers;
workshop leader David
Pritchard; Choreographer
Ken Tepper; and critical
panelist Dr. Grace Tiffany.
Performing during the
Shakespeare Festival is the
Early Music Ensemble, a
group of six musicians who
will perform a one-hour
selection of instrumental
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BY HOLLY SPRAKER

STAFF WRITER

To be there, or not to be
there-that
is the question
to ask yourself about the
upcoming '96 Shakespeare
Festival kicking off Sept.
27 on the GVSU campus.
Beginning with an 8 p.m.
presentation of "Twelfth
Night" -on Sept. 27, GVSU's
annual Shakespeare
Festival is sure to please
Shakespeare fans as it
continues through Oct. 6
with such events as play
performances, student
awards ceremonies, dinners,
lectures, and musical

and vocal music using
Elizabethan-style instruments. The Early Music
Ensemble's performance is
set for noon, Oct. 3, in the
Cook-DeWitt Center.
Along with musical
entertainment, the festival
also provides comic relief.
The River City lmprov, an
improvisational comedy
troupe from West Michigan,
will perform satirical
Shakespeare on Oct. 2 at
8 p.m.
The Shakespeare
Festival's dining event,
"The Boarshead Feast,"
held at 5 p.m. on Sept. 29
offers a main dish with a
unique twist: an authentic
roasted boar's head, lavishly served in the Grand
River Room inside Kirkhof
Center. For those brave
enough to stay and indulge,
a musical show, "Two
Boyhoods," starring guest
Frank Farrell will serve as
entertainment. A "dinner
and show" special ticket
price is available for those
wishing to attend the
evening performance of
"Twelfth Night."
In its third season, the

Shakespeare Festival also
promotes student involvement by offering three student competitions:
Shakespeare Scholarships,
Summer Shakespeare
Awards, and the
Shakespeare Art, Theatre,
Music, and Literature
Competition.
In the Shakespeare
Scholarship competition,
eight four-year scholarships
are offered for entering
GVSU freshmen studying
theater. Prizes are awarded
according to student competition in statewide high
school drama· festivals or in
GVSU spring auditions.
The first two Shakespeare
Scholarships have been
awarded to Aaron Hess and
Erica Hinkle, both of whom
appear in "Twelfth Night."
For the Summer
Shakespeare Awards competition, nearly a hundred
students are auditioned and
interviewed by festival
directors for the fall
Shakespeare production.
Principal actors and stage
managers are then awarded
cash prizes nearing $2000.
Cash awards worth $1000

are distributed to students
competing in the
Shakespeare Art, Theatre,
Music, and Literature
Competition. Winners are
then honored at a special
awards ceremony in the
Cook-DeWitt Auditorium at
2 p.m., Sept. 29, followed
by a public presentation of
their work.
Admission to Shakespeare
Festival activities is free,
with the exception of River
City Improv, "Twelfth
Night" performances, and
The Boarshead Feast.
Reservations for these
events can be made
through order forms available in 121 LSH, by calling
895-2699, or through
special discount arrangements, such as "Family
Day," with the GVSU
Student Life and Alumni
offices.
Reservations are strongly
recommended for the River
City lmprov and "Twelfth
Night" performances.
Tickets for the River City
Improv are $5, and the
student ticket price for
"Twelfth Night" is $4.

l'#.elft~~lgljt p~t:f
or~anc~s'will NativeAmericanmusic thrives in GrandRapids
+GVSU student Courtney Biggs hosts "The Big Sky" on WYCE and WCKS
enhance-·ShakespeareFestival
Kerry Borowski, Randy St.
BY HoLl,Y.SPRAKER
STAFF WRITER

Laurent, Catherine Stehlik,
Jonathan -Cox, Melissa
· DeLiso, and Ga·ry Cooke.·
It may not be Halloween
GVSU students aren't the
yet, but some GVSU stuonly actors and actresses
dents are getting ready to
performing in "Twelfth
dress up in ElizabethanNight." Festival guest
style costumes. Kicking off
artist Frank Farrell takes
the Shakespeare Festival
on the role of melancholic
on Sept. 27 at 8 p.m.,
Feste the Clown, ,who .sings
these students will put on
the play's love songs, while
the first · of 11 performances ·
GVSU faculty member Dr.
of Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Roger Ellis portrays Sir
Night, or What You Will."
Toby Belch, Olivia's
Senior Lillie Ormerod, a
profligate uncle.
Theater major, takes on
"Twelfth Night" is a
the lead role of Viola, who
comedy set in the imagisecretly pines for the love
nary land of Illyria where
of Duke Orsino, played by
Duke Orsino pines for the
senior Art and Design
love of Countess Olivia,
major, John Rich. A recent
who has declared seven
Honors Program graduate,
years of mourning for her
Kerry Meyer plays the
dead brother and thus
grieving-then-lovestruck
refuses to see anyone.
Olivia, while senior Ann
Matters of love are at a
Sweet acts as Maria,
standstill, until shipOlivia's diabolic and
wrecked Viola is rescued
cunning servant.
on Illyria's shore.
Sophomore Jay Harnish
Disguised, Viola serves as
plays th~ imbecile Sir
Orsino's new page and
Andrew Aquecheek, ~hile
delivers his love messages
Communications major
to Countess Olivia.
ScottBaisden takes on the
fundamentalist "Puritan•
Confusion arises as Olivia
••_
.
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.
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BY MARY GRAFF
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

In nature, there are no
straight lines, only blood
lines.
Courtney Biggs is striving to learn more about his
ancestors and their indirect
influence on his life. He
does this by going back to
his roots, by collecting and
studying Native American
music.
Biggs hosts "The Big
Sky" on 88.1 FM WYCE
every Sunday night; his
three-hour program is
devoted lo a mixture of
traditional and contemporary Native American
musical styles .
Biggs has an interesting
past. After working at
Meijer (or 23 years, he had
a change of heart and put
things in perspective. Biggs
decided to return to college
last fall and enrolled at
GVSU as a full-time student; he also wants to
learn more about who he is
and uncover his family
origins .
"In my life, experience is
really what I'm majoring
in," Biggs said. "Everything
I do, I do for my ancestors.
My maternal grandfather
was a Cherokee Indian
from Adair County,
Oklahoma. My grandmother was Ojibwa and
lived on the White Earth
Reservation in Minnesota .
I'm part Native American
so I want to do something
in that community ."
Biggs is doing just that.
He is now going into his

7th year as a programmer
at WYCE. Biggs originally
hosted "Night Fly," a jazz
show on WYCE, and
enjoyed learning about jazz
through his work on the
program.

much," Biggs said . "I realized I can make an educated comment about music ·
today."
Not only does Biggs bencfi t from the effort he puts
into "The Big Sky" every
week, but he was able to
do an Independent Study
"It blows me away to
using his show as the outlearn about Native
let of study. Biggs featured
American music and
the Woodland Indians and
share it with an audi - the project was broadcast
ence. Whether others
once a month, spanning a
12 month period
are listening and
ln addition to the unconlearning or not, tm
ventional music he fc>atures
learning a lot. The
on »The Ilig Sk y. " Biggs
show is just 1w1c start- often broadcasts interviews
ing to go beyond the
with members of the
Native American commuWest Michigan area."
nity .
--Courtney Biggs
Overall. Biggs is happy
with the way the show ha s
"The Big Sky" host
evolved over the past seven
years.
Biggs now enjoys collect»It blows me away to
ing rare Native American
learn
about Native
music wherever he can find
American
music and ,;hare
it. He found most of the
it
with
an
audience," Biggi;
material he uses while
said.
"Whether
others are
travelling across the counlistening and learning or
try four years ago, visiting
not , I'm learning a lot . The
places like Arizona,
show is just now starting
Oklahoma, Connecticut,
to go beyond the West
and Vermont . School Kids
Michigan area. lt will hapRecords in Ann Arbor, an
pen
through osmosis .
alternative music store, is
People
will catch on to
another place where Biggs
what
we're
doing."
is able to find the sound
Check
out
"The Big Sky"
he's looking for.
on
88
.1
FM
WYCE
from
Biggs appreciates the
8
p.m
.
to
11
p.m
.
Sunday
opportunity he gets at
nights . Biggs' show also
WYCE to fuse alternate
appears,
in a slightly differtypes of music with tradient format, on 1610 AM
tional-sounding Native
WCKS, Grand Valley's onAmerican songs.
campus student run radio
"At first, I wasn't sure
station. Listen to WCKS for
who was listening to the
an updated programming
show but I kept it up
schedule .
because I was learning so
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Starting out can be
difficult for any band, but
it can be twice as difficult
for a band with female
members.
"Girl-fronted bands have
not been exactly wellreceived in the Grand
Rapids area," explains
Gretchan Mauchmar of
Handsel and Gretel.
Sara Klamer of Chasing
Our Tale agrees, saying
that she remembers a time
when she "wouldn't get
served at some places
simply because they didn't
think girls should be in
bands ."
To overcome this attitude
toward such bands, the

Poetry reading insl'ires students
BY LISA BRINK
STAFF WRITER

Gary Gildner's poetry
reading last Wednesday at
Cook DeWitt Center provided listeners with
thought-provoking works
as well as a little humor .
Gildner's impressive
selection of poems was
chosen from his book,
"Blue Like the Heavens ."
Gildner 's audience also got
a taste of the history
behind his poems.
The reading began with
a poem about baseball, a
common topic for Gildner,
considering his past experiences with the sport . Both
this poem and a later one
based on the same subject
reflected his days as a university baseball coach.
The~e sports-centered
poems gave the reading a
lighter side , and balanced
the tone with some of his

more serious poetry,
including three of Gildner's
nature poems.
The first of these told of
his fascination with an
encounter between a man
and a cougar on a snowy
day .
Another, entitled
"Flicker," featured a large
woodpecker trapped in a
wood stove. The owner of
the stove frantically tried
to decide whether or not
he should open the stove's
door to let the bird out , an
act which might cause his
home to fill with smoke .
Finally the woodpecker
managed to escape by
itself, leaving behind just
one single feather .
His last nature piece, a
prose poem, was about a
wolverine caught in a
snare and the people who
gathered around the
animal , questioning how it
had been trapped.
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Chasing Our Tai~ is (fromleft to right)Jon
Bolhuls,SaraKlamer,RussOlmsted,and SaraMuniz.

CAIN

STAFF WRITER

Intersection Lounge is
hosting a monthly event
entitled Girls Night Out.
The next show is Friday,
September 27.
"This night is an outlet
for females in bands. There
aren't many areas where
women can excel easily in
music due to the attitudes
of others," says Mauchmar.
"That's what Girls Night
Out is all about."
Five local bands with
female members will be
_,performing and two of the
bands have GVSU students
as members.
Handsel and Gretel
consists of Scott Schaafsma,
Jay Jankowski, and GVSU
students Gretchen
Mauchmar and Jeremy
Spanos . Gretel's music can
be described as "noise pop"

with a dark side .
Chasing Our Tale
features the talents of Russ
Olmsted, GVSU graduate
Sara Muniz, and current
students Jon Bolhuis and
Sara Klamer . This group
has a sound band members
call "funky blues rock." All
of the songs are storieshence the band's name-and
the atmosphere of the
music ranges from pure
fun to serious comtemplation . Chasing Our Tale will
also be performing
Saturda.y, September 28, at
the OctoberFest Celebration
in Grand Rapids .
Blue Dalia , Packaged
Bliss, and Meet Sally are
also performing for Girls
Night Out. Admission for
the show is $5.00.
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Ohio's
Valley

WITH C.D. BURGE
Things are looking up for the first time in a while.
GVSU football has finally caught up with the rest of the
university and got on the winning track. The trip to
Ohio last week was nothing short of eventful, plus I had
to get a set of new tires. With that in mind, the '82 Olds
is primed and ready for action ...
--Ashland, Ohio
Fun and games all around in the heart of the Ohio
Valley ...
==A WIN!!Yes, the Lakers have got off the schneid
and put some digits in the left-hand column. Ashland
was definitely a tough school to have to beat at home;
and the tough, gritty perfomance shown by both sides
was a sight to see. Especially big performances from tailback Bruce Calhoun, safety Greg Piscopink, and wideout Jason Trice keyed a victory that probably should
have been more than seven points . But hey, you take
them where you can get them. One thing GVSU needs is
momentum .
==Momentum will be the biggest factor in this week's
excuse for a bloodletting, the game against Ferris State .
For those of you who haven't heard, those pesky Bulldogs
are # 1 in the nation right now, and they're playing like
it. Tailback Chris Pulliams has not lost anything, and
Ferris has a stud O-line once again . There will be a key
matchup with Pulliams going against the Laker's own
Darnell Jamison, as both are in the top five backs in
Division II . The game 's at 1:30 this Saturday, so be
there!
= =And for those who entertain the notion that somehow Darnell has lost something because he isn't churning out 100-yard games so far, LAY OFF!! He's still one
of the best , he's playing behing a young line, so give him
some time . Darnell's due to have a big one soon, because
he works too hard not to .
.
==New Tire Award : Thanks to Wal-Mart for being the
only place in the known world to put new tires on a car
during a Sunday. It looks like the Olds is in desperate
need of an alignment, but at least I got home, and am
not still hanging out in Akron . It is never a good thing
to be five hours out of Grand Rapids with wire showing
on your front tires .
--Adrian, Michigan
==Speaking of getting into the win column, check out
what the soccer program is doing. Coach Dago Cortes
and the girls have posted a 3-0 record in their first three
games ever, a significant accomplishment; Siena Heights
was the latest victim last Thursday. Scoring machines
Kristin Pietras and Theresa Richardson have bombarded the competition, perhaps even more than anyone
figured. Add the spectacular play of forward-turned
goalie Jen Stout (our Athlete of the Week, on page 13),
and Dago has to feel that things are going well .
--Boulder, Colorado
==It was some serious justice to see Michigan get those
damn Buffaloes on Saturday . All I got was crap all week
from everyone for picking the Maize and Blue, and it
was nice to see the failed Hail Mary at the end of the
game. One question, though . When is Lloyd Carr going
to teach Scott Dreisbach some darn clock management?
--Allendale, Michigan
==You have got to give to the GVSU Band. These people have exceeded all expectations, and have really provided an uplift at the games. They were there during
Saint Francis, and were the only noise being heard for
Grand Valley during the Ashland game . 111also tell you
that the folks at Ashland were not nearly as loud as our
band . Great job . The only thing they have to work on is
that idiot who keeps shouting, "Yeah, he's hurt!" whenever an opposing player goes down . That's tacky .
-The Lanthorn Offices
==It's always interesting to hear the events that shape
Lanthorn employees' lives . It seemB that our own cartoonist, Jackie "Soc-her" Fisher, received some actual
cake and ice cream for her birthday through the mail.
Do you send that stuff Fed Ex or UPS?

GVSU tight end Jerrod Sanders liouis on to presen 1e a scoring drive. Grand Valleypicked up their first win of the
season, a 14-7 victory at Ashland. The Lakers will take on arch-rival Ferris State Saturday. Photo by C.D. Burge

Lakersholdon in Ashlanddogfight
BY

C.D.

BURGE

was primed and ready, as
the defense held every
Eagle attempt at a score,
as ten Lakers had at least
three tackles . Ashland
could only muster 48 yards
on the ground in the latter
half.
"We did what we had to
do," said senior cornerback
Anthony Gary, who had
three tackles, including one
for a loss. "Nobody came
individually this week , and
we played as a team, as
one unit."
The offense picked it up

if they are to beat numberone ranked Ferris State in
Allendale Saturday. The
game starts at 1:30 at
o~etimes, you take
wms any way you can
Lubbers Field .
get them, and if you
"(The players) know what
ask the GVSU football
needs to happen," Kelly
team, that's all you need.
said . "They saw it out here
That's exactly how the
today . They have to play
Lakers pulled off their first
for four quarters . We need
win of the season , a 14-7
to do the same thing next
week, but probably better ."
defeat of the Ashland
Eagles Saturday at
The annual Ferris-GVSU
rivalry takes on an even
Community Stadium .
greater significance this
The contest showcased
year due to the status of
the Laker defense of two
the rival Bulldogs, as well
weeks ago, as they held
Ashland to 235 total yards
as the pressing need for a
"They saw it out here Laker victory in the MIFC.
and only 15 first downs .
The game also featured a
Ferris State has one of
today. They have to
16-minute advantage in
the best defenses in
play for four quarters. Division II, and has Alltime of possession for the
Lakers, including nearly a
We need to do the same America tailback Chris
five-yard average gain per
Pulliams .
thing next week, but
play .
To Gary , however, the big
probably better."
GVSU head coach Brian
games boil down to whoevKelly thought the differBrian Kelly, er is on the schedule .
ence between the victory
"It doesn't matter who it
Laker Football Coach
and last week's loss to St.
is," Gary said . -We've got
Francis was the necessity
to do what we have to to
of being in the win column. in the second half, as well.
win . We've got to come out
Fox, who finished with 211
"There was clearly a
fired up, step it up . Week
yards passing, keyed two
sense of urgency," Kelly
by week now, we've got to
drives . Junior wideout
said. "To have a chance at
get the job done."
any of the goals we have
Jason Trice had a 17-yard
scoring catch in the third
set as a football team, we
ep rally for Fe
quarter, and junior tailback
were in a must-win situaame to be held
tion."
Bruce Calhoun plunged in
The first annual
Things looked dim early,
from 9 yards out for the
"Bulldog Burn• will be
winning score .
however, as GVSU sophoheld Thursday night at
The win gives GVSU a
more quarterback Jeff Fox
8:30 at the Robinson
1-2 record, 1-1 in the
threw a goal-line interception, and the Eagles
Ho\18efield. It will feaMidwest Intercollegiate
Footbail Conference (MIFC) .
ture a mock-bulldog burnresponded 15 minutes later
ing, as wfill'as J 1 Spirit
with a three-yard score by
Ashland dropped to 1-2, 1-2
trophy for those who dissophomore tailback Donald
in conference.
Church . Church had 80
-We really concentrated
play the most enthusiasm
at
the rally. .
··
on getting the job done
yards rushing on the day .
"When we get a chance to otTensively," Calhoun said .
ln addition, all the .~
score, we've got to take
"We haven't been running
tians from the GVSUfoot..
advantage of those opportu- the ball well at all up until
ball team will be there.
nities," Kelly said . -We let
today ."
The athletic de_pari;inent.
welcome$anymie who' ·
ten points slip by this
The Lakers will have to
would likt! to join to.be"in
game."
be able to run the ball, as
The Grand Valley defense well as many other things
atteada~.
\>;
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GVSUWomen's soccer remains undefeated
BY AMY GRrFFITHS
STAFF WRITER

he Grand Valley
Women's soccer team
brought home its
third victory of the season
with a 3-1 win over Siena
Heights College on
Thursday .
The Lakers set the . pace
of the game early with the
first goal of the contest.
Just under seven minutes
into the game, freshmen
midfielder Carrie Eppard
scored her first goal of the
season . Kelli Schmidt
assisted on the score.
Both teams were equally
dominant throughout the
first half. Siena Heights
came back to tie the game
after 21 minutes of play, on
a goal scored by Mandy
Adams .
In the second half, Grand
Valley took control of the
game . Despite only outshooting Siena Heights six
to four, the Laker offense

T

was the bigger force, scoring twice before the final
gun .
After sixty-five minutes
of play, senior defender
Melissa Ide, assisted by
Eppard, put the tie-breaking goal in Siena Heights
net to make the score 2-1.
Ide, one of only two
seniors on the team, commented on the game .
"I think this is the best
the team has played so
far ," Ide said. "We weren't
really sure what to expect ,
but Siena Heights was
tough competition with
really good facilities."
With less than eight minutes left in the game, forward Schmidt scored to put
the game out of reach. She
was assisted by Penny
Richards.
Head coach Dago Cortes
was pleased with the outcome of the game.
"The team has had really
strong practices and are
playing as I expect them

to," Cortes said. "We are
expecting our next game
against St. Joseph's to be
one of the hardest games of
the season."
GVSU will play two ·
games this week, one on
Wednesday September, 18
against St. Joseph's College
in Rensselaer, Indiana at 5
p.m ., and the second on
Saturday September, 21
home against Western
Michigan University at 4
p.m .
Along with Grand
Valley's women's soccer the
men's club soccer team has
been having a successful
season so far . The team has
been practicing, accumulating a record of 6-2.
"We have many good talented players on this years
men's team ," commented
Cortes, who also coaches
the men . "The men have
shown a lot of skill and
finesse in their game ."
Senior team member
Sean Gordon is happy with

··· ktn
•
'l.rt(! p_ igs

the way the team looks
this year.
"Overall, the team is
playing well together,"
Gordon said. "We are all
learning to adapt to each
other and to play the same
style of soccer.

"We played good in the
tournament last weekend,
only loosing two games."
The men's team is playing Calvin College this
week and expect the game .
to be a tough competition.

Name: Jen Stout
Sport: Women's Soccer
Position:Goalie
Class:
Freshman
Ma)or: .Computer
Engineering - ·
..
.
.
A~co,,mpllsh~-;11~:.L~ .!heel~~er~to a 3-0 in,:\gural
a1 .o goats*agalnst
average;
record, w1th··:
never playii,g goali~_!,efore;'
·
· ,_ ·
The Athlete: Jen"plays soccer, but participates
lntr~ural ·sports as well as basketball.·
On GVSU:"So far Grand Valley has been terrific.I
have met so
·many people and m~de a lot of friends
from the
and the dorms. "
.

despite
·

in

team

rrr,,.

may produce a national
have to give the nod to
champion. Vols by 13.
home field. 'Vols by 7.
Newrnster: Peyton
Manning will finally lead
Ferris St. at GVSU
·
··
, •
Tennessee past Florida in
Burge: I am a major
HOMER! GVSU by 1.
· front over over 100,000
WITH C.D. BURGE, THEALLhf
N
. .
KNOWLEDGABLENEWMSTER, Volunteer fait
ewmster: # 1 18 Just way
AND THE BLEACHER
Tennesee by 10.
too much for the Lakers .
CREATURES
Creatures: The battle of
Ferris by 23 .
the orange! They're both
Creatures: We hate
ey, true believers!
winners just because of
Ferris, but it comes down
Not much space th is their uniforms. This one
to Fox. Lakers by 3.
week ·(except
-..--.;;.;-;;.;-~;;..-....;-~:.;-~;;;.--_;.;;_-_--_-_~;;..-..;;.-~;;..--_-_-_-_
..._--_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-_-_...__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_,_,
between our ears), so let's
get to it.

Prophets f

w.

H

TOP TEN
(Burge, Newmster,
Creatures)
!.Nebraska, Neb., Tenn.
2.Florida St., Tenn., Neb.
3.Tenn ., Fla St., Florida
4.Florida, .Fla, Penn St.
5.Ohio St., OSU, Fla. St.
6.Penn St ., PSU, Mich.
? .Michigan, UM, N Car.
8.Texas, Kan St., 'Bama
9.Alabama, · Colo, Texa$
IO.Ariz St., ASU, OSU

... AND NOW TO THIS
WEEK'S MATCHUPS ...
Florida at Tennessee
Burge: If you want highpowered offense, this is
your pit stop . I really like
both quarterbacks, but you

0

CRNA
Scholarships

Consider becoming an Air Force CRNA
through the Anned Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. For more infonnation,
contact an Air Force health professions
recruiter near you. Or call

ALL
POSITIONS
AVAIT,ABLE
ll'ht-theryou are lookin11f11ra Full or Part Timt>
position, ,..,, have tht>per/el'/ opportrmilyfor )'ou.'
At this time we are acceptin11applicaliom fur
,mr mrious departmen/l.
Best Buy. the nation's leading consumer electronics
retailer . Is looking for enthusiastic . customer friendly
individuals . We otter an atmosphere that Is
CUSTOMER friendly year round. You'll enJoy our
positive team spint. no-hassle way of doing business.
and schedules flexible enough to lit any hlestyle
As the laslest growing retail specialty chain in the
country . we also of1er
•
•
•
•
•

Advancement potential
CompetItIve pay
Generous employee discount
401(k) tor all employees
Med1cal/Dental/L1fo/D1sab1hty
Insurance (full·t1meonly)

Come ;oin our high energy,
dynamic environment today!
Apply in person at a store nearest you.

1-800-423-USAF
.
AIMH&I

-&)>
Health Professions

CM\PllSVlE.W
APARTMENTS

Ca.l L evs-"11
q'I,-~177
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GVSUWomen's tennis team starts season off strong
BY JIM FISCHER
STAFF WRITER

n a busy first week of
the ·season, GVSU's
Women's Tennis team
managed an impressive _4-1
record .
The strong start had
coach Tim Sutherland feeling good about his squad's
chances this year. "Teams
are going to have to play
their best tennis to beat us
this year," Sutherland said .
The Lakers proved this in
a pair of 8-1 victories over
Grand Rapids Community
College and Kalamazoo
Community College.
Those two matches served
as a tune-up for a key
three-day trip to the Upper
Peninsula, in which the
l,akers faced Lake Superior
State University, Michigan
Technological University,
and Northern Michigan
University.
Grand Valley started the
road trip off with an 8-1

I

match victory over LSSU,
but then lost a heartbreaker to Michigan Tech at 5-4 .
GVSU was able to
rebound from the tough
loss, however, with an 8-1
triumph against Northern,
one of the top teams in the
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference
(GLIAC) .
The big recovery excited
Sutherland .
"I'm happy with the heart
of the team," he said . "For
them to beat a tough team
like Northern Michigan.
after the loss says a lot
about this group."
The entire team had success on the trip . Rachel
Blanchard, Ann Wilton,
and Kelli Laene (the one,
two, and three players) all
went 2-1 over the weekend.
Rounding out the Laker
six were Sara Schump,
Sara Wolters, and Michelle ·
Bergman, all going 3-0 in
the during the week.
In doubles, the team of

Wolters and Bergman went
3-0 for the trip. The two
GVSU sophomores are
unbeaten this year in both
singles and doubles competition.
The team of Wilton and
Schump also did well,
going 2-1 on the UP swing .
The Laker's hope to continue their winning ways
this weekend in a pa'ir of
key GLIAC matches.
They11 play Saginaw
Valley State University on
Friday and Northwood on
Sunday. A winning record
early would boost GVSU
near the top of the standings.
Coach Sutherland expects
a test from both schools.
"They were strong teams
last year and have
improved since then," he
said.
With good showings in
the two matches this week,
the Lakers could be well on
their way to a good season
in the GLIAC.

Laker Netters go .500 in
KentuckyTournament
BY DOUG LIPINSKI

solid," said Scanlon. The
Lakers went on to beat
Indianapolis in three games
he Lakers dropped
before losing a heartbreaktwo out of four
er to Northern Kentucky in
matches in the
five games (5-15,8-15,15Northern Kentucky
13,15-8,9-15).
Invitational, but suffered a
The lady Lakers will
much bigger loss.
have two weeks off before
Senior outside hitter
they start conference play
Jenni Thatcher was lost to
against Michigan Tech, fola back injury for the weeklowed by top ranked
end . She is expected to
Northern Michigan. The
road doesn't get any easier
return to action this week ,
however.
for the Lakers, as the
Without Thatcher , the
GVSU fieldhouse most liketeam rallied around
ly will ·not be ready for
Zeeland native junior Lori
their home opener on
Janssen . In four matches ,
October 1, when they will
Janssen had 54 kills in 111 have the rematch against
attempts (.396 avg .) and
IUPU .
added 53 digs.
The Lakers (9-3) have
"Lori played extremely
played well against tough
well for us this weekend ,"
competition, and with
head coach Deanne Scanlon
Thatcher day to day, the
said.
team will look up to
In the Lakers first
seniors Amanda Cameron
match, they were swept in
and Jessica Ping . Both
three games by Indianahave been stalwarts for
Purdue Fort Wayne . The
GVSU .
Lakers will have a rematch
"Jessica was steady once
against IUPU in their
again this weekend ," sai d
home opener.
Scanlon .
Following the loss, the
The Lakers are young
lady Laker s came back like a nd have meet eve ry chalthey have all season.
lenge thrown their way,
Without Thatcher, GVSU
but, now it will be the real
swept Southern lllinoisthing as Great Lakes
Edwardsvi Ile.
Int e rcollegiat e Athletic
"Jessica Tomlin came in
Confere nce play s tarts in
otT the bench and played
two weeks .
STAFF WRITER
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pleased with theJiard ·······
work wf ~e putting in,"
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LARGE 16 inch Pizza
with cheese for $5.00
+$1.00 for each aaditiona[ toppir19.

on[y

j

.wrr.lf
'bouoiiel!'JsKI
t's been a while, but

I

Doug's Club is back
. .for.another
great sea- .
sori, 11w,.gs
to watch this
fall are the Grand Valley
women's volleyball team
(9-3), or check out the
GVSUwomen'ssoccer
team (3~0).
In Octo.be_r,
the IHL
comes to Grand Ri;tpids
and the Lions will still be
the most over rated team
in the NFL . Talking
about football, Doug's
Club has come up with a
list of ten NCAA schools
that have the most foot-

ball TRADITION.
10) Tuxas Longhorns ·
9) Army (they haven't
done much this decade.)
8) Florida State (Bobby
Bowden, enough said!)
7) Ohio State
(WOODY!)
6) Alabama (The Bear>
5) USC (Reisman U.)

4) Nebraska
Comhuskers
3) Oklahoma Sooners
(Wishbone)
2) Michigan (105,000
every game)
1) Notre Dame (Win
one for the 'Gipper!)

No Limit

Aceept coupons of competitors in A[[enda[e area

---------------------------------------

Coin-Op and full
Service Car Wa~h
Next Door. Family
Fare Grocery Store
Within a Block.

$4.00 off Cars

OIL
PRO
..........
..,.,.

$3.00 off Trucks
for full-Service
Oil Change
w/ ad or GVSU ID

OIL CHANGE

COUPON
for c0He9e students

-

·re urns~

-4
lJ

>

<

.c

Pon Sheldon Rd

ONLY 12 MINUTES AWAY
Special aJwaysapplies
669-4277
m-f 8am-6:
w/ GVSU ID ear round.
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ForSale
Announcement
HelpWanted
1987Subaruwagon.Greatshape. DeltaZeta wouldlike to welcome
Opportunity
: Britani
FUNDRAISER
• Motivatedgroups HelpWanted-Foodservers.cooks. no rust, 120,000miles,runsgreat, thefollowingnewmembers
neededto earn $500+promoting 10 minutesfrom GVSU$8-10per 4WD.stickshift.Asking$3,000.Call Brown.NellCorbin.BethDroski.
Lisa
. Call Kirk or Lori or applyat 892-9288
(9·19)
AT&T.Discover.
gasandretailcards
. hour
Falen.HeatherGardner.
KellyGeiger.
LeahHaverdink.Jen Jansma.Jill
Since1969,we'vehelpedthousands Yellow Jacket Inn. 12011 Lake
ForSale
Kohley, Martha Kolkema.Becky
of groupsraisethemoneytheyneed. MichiganDr. 846-2301.
Casiographingcalculator. 386 Sack,KellySmith.and BarbWaite
CallGinaat (BOO)
592- 2121ext.110
.
functions.Used for threemonths
. Weloveyou! (9·19)
FreeCOto qualifiedcallers. (9-19)
HelpWanted
The Lanthorn_
wantsyou!! If you Likenew. $50.Call892-9288
(9·19)
haveworkstudyandneeda job,then
Announcement
Opportunity
FreeBicycleRepairs!!
Business
Opponunities
I Thursday
FREEADVENTURE
WEEKEND!! the Lanthornis the placefor you!!
to 3:00pmin
War Games with M-16 rifles Wearecurrentlyin needof a distrib· EARN$500or moreweeklystuffing 9/26/96from 11:OOam
at home.SendlongSASE frontof AuSable
Hall. Weatherperequipped
with lasers.Trainwith the utionmanager.Thejob pays$4.25 envelopes
Dept. mitting.Sponsored
night. If to: CountryLivingShoppers,
byGVSU
Bicycle
126th InfantryAir Assaultof the for 5 hourson Wednesday
Springs, ClubandVillageBikeShopandSLO
MichiganNationalGuard
. Noobliga- interestedcall nm at the Lanthorn fll8.P.O.Box1779,Denham
LA70727(10-3)
(9/19)
tion. Call for details. SFCJoseph officeat 895-2460.
Levandoski
at 249-2626
. (9·26)
ForSale
Announcement
Opportunity
ForSale
'83Skyhawk w/AM FMCassette. AlphaOmicronPiproudlywelcomes
ForSale!! COMPUTERFUNDRAISER·
Motivated groups Computers
Sunroof.newertires& exhaust.
Lots Traci Bogues.Amanda Busman
.
neededto earn $500+promoting IBMcompatible
desktop
486dx2.66 of newer parts under the hood. Casey
Coates.
NicoleDiNardo
. Sarah
(9-19) Erikson
AT&T.Discover.
gasandretailcards mhzwith 256kcachememoryandB $600.00 Call(616)669-3574
·: ~bone,FaxandHours ·
. Katie Flemming
. Kim
. 476 meg
Gardner
, Amy Hoeksma.Jennifer
Telephon:e
616·~95-2460,
or leavea Since1969.we'vehelpedthousands megsram-afast runner
HelpWanted
Klemm. Kerry Rothfuchs
. Patti
.ITie~cige
on our
after-hours
answer- of groupsraisethemoneytheyneed. hard drive.color monitor.MS Dos
ing.rilachin.e.
.. .
..
CallGinaat (800)592·2121
ext. 11O 6 0, Windows3.1 plusgoodassort· SOCCERZONE
• 596 BALDWIN Tiesma, Rachel White. Amanda
: WordPerfect5.1, JENISON,
FreeCOto qualifiedcallers
. (9/19) mentof software
Ml. NOWHIRINGREF- Burgess
Faxm.imber
is 616-895-2465.·
andKariGauthier.
(9/191
MSWorks.anda varietyof utilities
. EREESAND CONCESSIONISTS
Office
hours:.9·5, Mondaythrough
Solidanddependable
. Mostis only2 FORFALLANDWINTER.FLEXI·
HelpWanted
_fri~y
i : •..·.·.
'. .,· , )!,';P?·<
·
CustomerService-High energy, yearsold. $595or offer. 895-7100. BL£HOURS.PAYS4.75• 8/HR.
CALL(616)667• 1919(9-26)
self-directedindividualsneededto (9/26)
help staff beautiful new hot tub
rentalfacility.Greatatmosphere,
fun
people.flexibleschedule20 to 25
~·
hoursperweek. Applyin personat
OasisHotTubGardens
. 5041Alpine
Ave. NW.Comstock
Park.Ml. (9/19)

Leftovers

.-, ;;.•

HelpWanted
available
iat Thelanthorti offtee
J OO
. Attention!!!AnyoneinterestedLaw
Commons
for.25centseach
> Y • Enforcement?MichiganNational
Guardhasopenings
in theirMilitary
po;iceunit.Noexperience
necessary
.
$2.500bonusto join for linitedtime
CallSFCJosephLevandoski
at 249·
2626.(9·26)

·\,,,.·11;,~
'w;~.~
, ·.• _··
•

• ••

II' J

•

• •

• ,·, :...·~·

•

;~~O\b~rw~~{o/.!~~~:
-~P~t!~

!11111
frieijd happy
. birthijay.- -lift somtr
body's
spirits
_;·pirtitf.ili1,witing
:·Make
it public. Lanthom
·"Messages·
are
only. 10centsperword,.$2.00mini·
mum,paidin advance.Deadline
is 5
onMonday
forthafweeksissue. The
Lanthorn
100common
.

Opportunities
GetPublished·
Thelanthornis seek·
ingessays
andcolumns
thatrelateto
campusissuesandthemes.rlumor
appreciated
. Criticism.too. Length;
about400words Pay$10.Deliveror
send your creative piece to The
Lanthom,
100Commons
.
Reader's
Caution
Ads appearing under the
"Opportunities·classificationmay
involvea chargefor phonecalls..
booklets.information.CODs.etc.
Replywith caution
Attention
We havecurrentinformationconcerning abor1
ion. infanticide
. assistedsuicide
. euthanas
ia. adoption.
and
CrisisPregnancy
Centers
. Contact
Rightto Lifeof HollandArea. 1DOS
Waverly Rd. Holland
. Ml . 49423.
Phone396-1037 Our Website
http/ / wwwrtlorg
E-mail
info@rtl
.org(4-17)

HelpWanted
WAREHOUSECREW Members
Neededfor T-shirtdistributorto pull
and checkcustomerorders
. Great
part-time opportunityfor College
Students
. We will workaroundyour
fall school schedule!We offer
Flexiblehoursfor Part-timesuchas
4pm to close (close is usually
between9pmand11pm)
or 2pmto
close. etc. M·F.6 50/hr. plus earn
additional money every week
throughourincentiveprogramClean
andfriendlyworkenvironment.
great
crew.greatmanagement
. no weekendsI Pleaseapplyin person
. From
GVSUgo east (right)on LakeMich
Dr: North on Covell(left): left at
WalkerAve. left to 2686Northridge
Dr.Don't missthisgreatJObopportu
nityI ONESTOP.
EOE(9-26)

Ttt'
,a\o\11t
1T

Ll\'1"l:">T PAuL,
\~l(CO.

wc1<to.

1T

Slloilt
1"CMCC>.

,,. svcwc.o.

1T s11ucco.

HelpWanted
NEEDCASH?MichiganNational
Guardhas $2,500bonusto join for
critical Job openingsSFCJoseph
Levondok1
249-2626(9-26)
HelpWanted
Coopersville
BurgerKing. Hiring
all shifts. all positions
. paycommensurate with experience
. flexible
scheduling. insurance available
.
long-termhighpayingcaree
r opportunitiescall (616)837-9770
Askfor
James(10/ 10)

'Tod'¼}.
""t-

6-VSU .. .

~'&1'<.L

i<<>Slo..i

HelpWanted
Childcareproviderneeded1n our
home Mondaythru Friday130-5
Opportunity
TheGathering http://wWW.takeTenMileswestof GrandValley I'm
. honest.responme.comscholarships
. academic
& lookingfor a reliable
careerresources
. internships
. sports
. siblepersonwith reliabletransporta
news. entertainment
. travel.music. tion. 847-6492(9/19)
debates
and1000of links (10-31)
Opportunity
For only $0.10 per word you can
placea Lanthorn
classifiedad. Call
the Lanthorn
office at 895-2460
. or
stopin to 100Commons
.

HelpWanted
TheOasisHotTubGardens
is seeking
onereliable.responsible
andenthusiasticindividualfor parttimecleaningandgroundskeepingpositionon
SaturdayandSundaymornings
. 1215 hrs per week. $6.00 to start.
Opportunity
within the first 90 days
I Findouthow increasing
FREE
TRIPS& CASH
hundreds
of studentrepresentativesApplyat Oasis5041AlpineAve. NW
arealreadyearningFREE
TRIPS
and ContactBeth.(9/19)
LOTSOFCASHwith America's#1
HelpWanted
SpringBreakcompany!Sellonly
If youare
15 trips and travel freeI Cancun. $8 per/ hr Guaranteed!
Bahamas.Mazatlan
. Jamaica or 1B yearsold with a gooddriving
Florida' CAMPUS
MANAGER
POSI- record.drive deliveryfor Domino's
TIONSALSOAVAILABLE
. Call nowl pina andearncash. Insidepeople
TAKEA BREAKSTUDENT
TRAVELalsowanted.paying$5per/ hr
Call669-8800.
(10/17)
(800)95-BREAKI
(9/26)

l>iD YOUEv'ER
GETT}jEFEELING

THATSOMfONl'
S FOllOWiNG YO(J?
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PRIZE D·RAWINGS
EVERY DAY!
WIN A KODAK
ADVANTIX
CAM·ERA, CORDLESS
PHONE,PERSONAL
CD p LAYER,
-5-ep-te-,tnf-'e,-2-3
TV IV CR,
-··-- · ·
CAMPI NG
PACKAGE, OR A CD
D«illJ discounts!
BOOM BOX.
Mond«IJ:25% off all shorts

Tuesdq: 25% off all T--shirts
Wednesd•IJ:
25% off leisure

readin9 books

Tl,ursdtUJ:
25% off 9i~s and
cards
Frid«11:25% off backpacks

*SATURDAY IS FAMILY DAV. JOIN
US FOR HOURLY GIVE AWAYS AND
FREE APPLES. OPEN 9AM-7PM.

Bookstore Hours:
Mon.-Tnurs.: 7:30am-6:00pm
Fri.: 7:30am-4:30pm
Sat.: 10:00am-4:30pm
( 6: 00pm Football SaturdalJs)

